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SUMMARY
A damped sine-wave elevator motion was used as a basis for computjng
the design maneuvering load on the horizontal tail. Also investigated
was the effect of control frequenty on the tail load.
The results indicated that the mapeuverhg tail-load variation
computed by operationalmethods with the assumed dqped sine-wave elevator
motion agreed closely with the loads computed by a method currently
specified for use in the U.S. Air Force structural loading requirements.
This close agreement, coupled with the relative simplicity of the method
using the damped sine-wave elevator motion, should encourage its use as
an alternativeprocedure for computing the design maneuvering horizontal-
tail load. /
The maximum tail-load increments for a given design normal acceleration
factor were obtained at the highest control frequency investigated indicat-
ing that a very high control frequency should be selected in computing the
design maneuvering horizontal-tailload. For the practical case, however,
the design control frequencymaybe limited by either the availabilityof
control or by the ‘physicalor mechanical limitationswith regard to
control rate of the pilot or boost system used.
INTRODUCTION
Considerable attention has been given to the problem of devising
a siqple and rational method for computing the maneuvering horizontal-
tail loads associatedwith abrupt elevator motions. In reference 1, a
graphical integrationprocedure is used to determine the tail-load
variation fo12awing any arbitrary elevator motion. In reference 2, a
numerical integrationmethod is used for computing the design maneuvering
—, ~ _ _ _______
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tail loads associated with an elevator motion represented by Several
Strtight-line segments simulating a pull-up push-down maneuver. me
latter method has been adopted in the U.S. Air Force structural loading
specifications.
Although the methods described in references 1 and 2 were a
considerable improvement over methods previously available, it is believed
further simplification of the computationalprocedure maybe realized by
considering a damped sine-wave elevator motion in computing the design
maneuvering tail load. The damped sine-wave motion is not only more
representative of that a~lied in flight, but, tith operational methods,
it is also amenable to a simple and short solution.
The primary purpose of this paper is to evaluate the use of a dsqped
sine-wave elevator motion in computing the design maneuvering horizontal-
tail load. The effect of elevator motion frequency or control rate on
the maneuvering tail load is also considered.
NOTATION
ratio of the net aerodynamic force along the airplane Z axis to
the weight of the drplene.
airplane damping coefficient
[(3 - (%91’‘ersecond
damping factor for elevator motion, per second
uairplane lift coefficient L.=
horizontal-tail lift coefficient
(% )llt~~
airplane pitching-moment coefficient about
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wing mean aerodynamic chord, feet
center of gravity
control-deflectioncoefficient
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K2
Ka
K4
z%
L
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~
s
s
()%control-rate coefficient ~ , per second
acceleration of gravity,
pressure altitude, feet
airplane pitching moment
feet per second per second
of inertia, slug feet squared
airplane spring constant
($+%) S per second per second
parameter denoting damping ratio of airplane to that of horizontal
tail
( dcL () S Z~parsmeter 1- %.+ —au da 2m& )
[(2t &parameter )1– +* ‘‘econds~ da
()d%psrsmeter —
parsmeter
[:) 1— ntqst,pounds
distance fram airplane center of gravity to aerodynamic center
of horizontal tail; feet
airplane lift, pounds
horizontal-tail-lift,pounds
airplkne mass
(
w
ii
airplane pitching
dynamic pressure,
)’yslugs
moment, foot-pounds
pounds per square foot
variable introduced in Laplace transform
wing area, square feet
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St horizontal-tail area, square feet
.
.
t time, seconds
v airplane velocity, feet per second
w airplane weight, pounds
X,z standard airplane axes
a airplane angle of attack, radians
a-t horizontal-tail angle of attack’,radians
7 flight-lath angle, radians
5 elevator angle, radians unless noted otherwise
A when preceding a symbol denotes increment from steady-state
condition
e downwash angle, radians
nt
()
horizontal-tail efficiency factor ~
e angle of pitch (a+7), radians
P mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot
(d airplane short period frequency, radians per second
0% elevator-control-motionfrequency, radians per second
()
dCL
CL
airplane lift-curve slope ~ , per radian
()
dC~
(Cl&)t horizontal-tail lift-curve slope ~ , per radian
C& ()dCL-a5- , per radian
()% ~ ~ per ‘“dim
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.
~(%)@6 ] j fmt-powds per radian
~ E@G91’ foot-pound-secondsper radian per second
m [(~ ) @ , foot-po~ds per ~i~
%
[
M%)t Pvwt=] 1,, foot-pound-secondsper radian per second2
k -[(CIJ@l, PO~~ perra~an
6,1,;,6ewi~knt not=tion for ($J ($, (%),=@(%)
l*69”
f3,a,7 equivalent notation for
(%)? ra) “(3
Subscripts
geo geometric
20 zero lift
max maximum value
o steady-state value
t horizontal tail
METHOD OF COMPUTATION
The general procedure is to obtain the ta~-load response as a
function of the Laplace transform variable s by multiplying the tail-
load transfer function by the Laplace transformation of the forcing
function - in the present case the damped sine-wave elevator motion. The
tail-load response in the s domain maybe given by the relationship
.— . _ _ __.__— .— —-
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[
KS][S2+*..‘1)‘<w~)s+(k+~)q(s) = K&w s2+b’s+k
(See appendix A for derivation.) The tail-load response in the time domain
or the inverse transformation of eqwtion (1) is most readily evaluated
by HeavisideSElpartial fractions expansion as ‘shownin appendix B. The
tail-load response as a function of time maybe ~itten as
r . 1
A sample set of
in appendix C.
A L U
computations
Evaluation of the
w~ J
(2)
illustrating the procedure used is presented
DISCUSSION
Damped Sine-Wave Elevator Motion
The assumption of a damped sine-wave elevator motion, in computing
the design maneuvering horizontal tail load,is suggested for two reasons.
First; the assumed motion is more representative of that ap@ied in flight
than the currently specified motion (fig. 1),,because a Pilot attemPttig
k
o perform the specified maneuver will generally round off the corners,
effect applying a damped sine-wave control motion. (See reference 3.)
S cond, the use of a damped sine-wave elevator motion results in a
s ple and short solution using operational methods.
kThe damped sine-wave elevator motion used in the present report forcom uting the maneuvering horizontal tail load for the example airplane~des ,ribedin reference 2 is shown in figure 1 where it is compared with
the motion currently specified by the U.S. Air Force. The maximum up-
elevator deflections were readily adjusted so that the design normal-
acceleration-factorincrement of 1.5 was just attained during the assumed
maneuvers. The p=iod of the damped sine-wave.elevatormotion was made
equal to the duration of the specified motion since, as till be shown laterj
.
.
.
%he pertinent basic data for the example airplane used in the computations ,
of this report are “presentedin table I.
—.— —— -—————--
.
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the frequency of the control motion has a very appreciable effect on the
maneuvering tail load.
The tail-load variation computed by operational methods ushg
equations (B4) and (B5) is compared in figure 2 with the variation
computed by the numerical integration method described in reference 2.
The agreement shown is good.
In view of the close agreement between the maneuvering tail loads
computed by operational methods and those calculated by the currently
specified numerical integration method, the suggested operational
procedure, which provides a simple analytical expression for the tail
load, merits consideration as an alternative method for establishing the
desi~ maneuvering load on the horizontal_tail.
Effect of Control IYequency
Tail-Load Increments
on the
To determine the effect of control frequency on the tail-load
increments for the example airplane described in table 1, the normal-
acceleration-factorand tail-load responses were computed for damped sine-
wave elevator motions of var@ng frequency ~. In addition to a frequency
of 3.92 radians per second which corresponds to that of the motion
specified in reference 2, frequencies of 2, 6, 8, and 10 radians per
second were used.
Time histories of the elevator motions used are presented in
figure 3(a). The corresponding acceleration-factorand tail-load responses
are shown in figures 3(b) and 3(c), respectively.” The madmum up-elevator
deflections were again adjusted at each control frequency so that the
design normal-acceleration-factorincrement of 1.5 was just attained
during each of the assumed maneuvers.
The effect of control frequency on the tail-load increments is
clearly illustrated h figure k which presents the variation of the
maximum positive and negative tail-load increments-withcontrol frequency.
A similar effect has been computed for two other airplanes. This effect
is expected and arises primarily from the greater elevator deflections
required to attain the design normal acceleration factor (fig. 3(a)).
It should be pointed out that, although the acceleration-factorand
tail-load responses for a fixed maximum control deflection are a maximum
when the control frequency Wz is in the neighborhood of the airplane
short-period frequency LO(m = 0.61 in present example), the maximum tail
loads for a given design normal acceleration factor were obtained at the
highest control fre~ency investigated.
8The
tail for
results in figure
maneuvering loads
4
a
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indicate that in designing the horizontal
.
very high control frequency ml should be
selected. However. there are % practical limitations to this procedure, 1
nsmely, (1) availability of @rtrOi and (2) physical or mechanical limi- - .
tations of the pilot or boost system with regard to the control rate.2
To elaborate upon this, ‘figure52 which presents the variation with
control frequency of the maximuh negative elevator deflection required
and the maximum positive and negative control rates necessary to attain
the design normal acceleration factor of 1.5 for the damped sine-wave
elevator motion, was prep=ed. In the present example, the maximum
control deflection available is not a critical lhitAtion on the control
frequency. On the other hand, the rate at which the pilot or pilot-boost-
system combination is required to move or can move the control may limit
the design control frequency to a low value. For airplanes in the class
of the example airplane that are eqtipped with boost systems, a minimum
control rate of 35° per second is specified by the U.S. Air Force for
satisfactory handling qualities. On this basis, a minimum design control
frequency pf about 3.6 radians per second might be selected.. (See fig.5.)
Available experimental data (reference 4) on airplanes of approximately
the same size as the example airplane indicate that control mtes of 70°
per second canbe attained. The corresponding design control frequency
is about 5 radians per second. It is suggested that, unless statistical
data of the lqpe mentioned in footnote 2 indicate otherwise, the design
control freqyency be conservativelybased on the maximum control rate
.
attainable rather than
qualities standpoint.
on the “mnimum reqpired rate from a handling
CONCLUSIONS
The results of computationsmade to evaluate the assumption of a
damped sine-wave elevator motion for computing the design maneuvering
load on the horizontal tail and to determine the effect of control
frequency on this load led to the folJ-owingconclusions:
1. The maneuvering horizontal-tail-loadvariation computed using
the damped sine-wave elevator motion compared closely with that computed
by the currently specified numerical integrationmethod of reference 2.
2Another factor not considered $ecause of a scarcity of data is the
probability that a certain madmm control rate would not be exceeded
under operational or combat conditions for a given airplane design.
If data were generslly available, it would be desirable, for a specific
design study, to base the design control rate or control frequency on
a statistical analysis of measured control rates on a similar class
airplane under operational or combat conditions. .
.——
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The relatively simple analytical expression for the tail load obtained
.
in the method using the damped sine-wave elevator motion suggests its
use as an alternative method for establishing the design maneuvering
load on the horizontal tail.
2. The tail-load response for a given design normal acceleration
factor increased rapidly with an increase in control frequency indicating
that in designing the horizontal.tail for maneuvering tail loads a very
high control frequency should be selected. In a practical case, the
design control frequency may be limited by either availability of control
or by physical or mechanical limitations of the pilot or pilot-boost-
system combination with regard to control rate.
Ames Aeronautical tiboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Moffett Field, Calif., Oct. 29, 1952.
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APPENDIX A
.
TAIL-WAD RESPONSE IN s PIANE
The longitudinal eqyations of motion for an airplane, neglecting
changes in forward speed and some of the higher-order derivatives,may
be written as
-mV? = QYL+ Z@ (Al)
I$=l@z+M&&+l@+l@8 (A2)
Equations (Al) and (A2) maybe reduced to the equivalent second-order
differential equation
z+
by using the relationships
e
6
..
e
In equation (A3)
b =
k=
co =
c1 =
The Laplace transformation
b&+kAx=c@+c@ (M)
(see fig. 6)
= (a&W) + (7&7)
l
.&+7
l O . .
=a+7
r.
of eqution (A3), neglecting the & term
which is generaJly small and assuming initial values of Ax, &, &, and &
are zero, may be expressed as
#&(s) + tla&(s) + kAu(s) = C*(S)
J
—
— —
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or
la
.
.
C*(S)
AZ(s) =—
&+bs+k
A@)
~@
= ~&(s) =
C&~ 9(s)
‘(w/s) (=+bs+k)
qs) = CO*(”) ‘
s24b s+k
(A4)
(w)
(A6)
Since the maneuvering tail load may, from reference 1, be given as
~(t) =’Q[K@(t) -I-K#(t) + K&&5(t)]
then
&I.+) = ~[K@(s) + ~&(S) + ~(S)j (A7)
where
Substituting equations (Ak) and (A6) into (A7), we have
[()()K*O k+K co“S2+ b+m- S +~(s) =K& *#’+bs+k 1Ah(s) (A8)
Eq=tion (A8), divided through by M( s.),is known as the tail-load
transfer function. To obtain the tail-load response in the s plane, it
is simply necessarytornultiplythe tail-load-transferfunction%y the
L9place transformationof ‘zlb(’t).’The dsmped stie:wave elevator’tition
is asmned to,be given by the-e@a’tion ‘ ~ ‘
., ,,’
. .
... .-., . . . - .. . . .. --------- --
..>. . ..-
—.- —.—— ——- .——z .— .—-— .—
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M(t) = Ale-bl%t ~i~ ~t .
where
Al 1.39 ~
bl 0.22 (damping constant required to simulate I@J_-up push-down
design msmeuver)3
W1 control frequency
The tail-load response in the s plane may now be written as
&t(s) ‘ K.&
[
‘2+(’+F)S ‘P+2)
s%bs+k ][s2+mZufl+b12)w~
(A9)
Since the design tail load is generally computed for a certain design
normal acceleration factor, it is also necessary to determine the
acceleration-factorresponse which may be given in the s plane as
\
.
l
.
.
‘In order to simulate the pull-up push-down maneuver (dsmping to one-half
amplitude in one-half cycle) for an arbitrary control freqyency, it was
necessary to define the damping coefficient for the elevator motion in
terms of the control frequency.
_— —— —.-
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APPENDIX B
TAIL-LOAD RESPONSE IN m PLANE
The tail-load response as a function of time is most readily
obtained by evaluating the inverse transformationof equation (A9) using
Heavisidels partial fractions expansion. (See reference 5.)
By completing the squsre in s in the quadratic factors in the
denominator, equation (A9) maybe written as
{ 1“’(b+s+(k+) “(B,,&(s) = K4K3A1WI [(s+~)2+ @2] [(s+blwl)2+w12J
Equation (Bl) can be written
.
where h(s) represents the sum of the partial fractions corresponding to
. the quadratic factor [(s+b~w,)2+ WI=]. Multiplying through by the
quadratic factor [(s+ 2)2+ w;] and letting s
~(- g+wi) =(- ~+ui)A-tB
where ql and 92 are the real and imaginary
quantity q(- :+wi).
approach -;+wi
= q= + iq2 (B3)
parts of the complex
Equating real and imaginary parts in equation (B3),
A
B= ql -1-
The yartial fraction corresponding
‘?2
=—
w
Ab .q2b
—.ql+~
2
to the.quadratic
(s+;) 2”+ W2
factor is then
. . ——— ——..—..- .———. .—
——
~ ..— ——. —.——. —
4and the corresponding
which may be written
terms obtained from a table of
Cl)
where tan e = q~/% l
In a similar manner, the
+
-e Sin(@t+ ‘=)
partial fractions expansion
NACA TN
transforms are
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.
corresponding to the
@atic factor
or
[ ( s+bl~l )2+‘&=]-Y b= obtained and is
.
The complete expansion is the sum of the two expansions and may be
written as
ALt(t) =
or
ALt(t) =
Ina
w%%% rJ’ w e sin +6)
time plane may be
+
(B4)
manner, the normal-acceleration-factirresponse in the
determined to be ‘
-----
.
_—.
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AAZ(t) =
- ,-wlt sin (tl),t + ‘% )
% 1 (B5)
where tan e,= Q/q& and tan c. = g~~. The main problem in evaluati-
ng the expansions (B4) and (B5) resolves itself into determining the
values of (p. Tor convenience, the relationships (which are perfectly
general if a damped sine-wave elevator motion is assumed) of PI.... ~a
‘interms of known constants are provided below:
where
KICO bK&o
F=—-—
KS %
~ –*%
KS
w @ -blwlb+ (1+%2) u12R=—-
4
s=
(pa.
where
FL =
Gl =
RI =
Sl=
.. .. . ...— .—___ ____ - -—— ______ . ... __
T5 = Q-”
R2~2’
and
.
.
—— -—
—
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EXAMH2E COMPUTMCIONS
To illustrate the method described in a~endixes A and B, the tail-
load and acceleration-factorresponses to a damped sine-wave elevator
motion using the exaqple airplane described in reference 2 win be computed.
The geometric and aerodynamic characteristicsof the airplane are given
in table I.
The pertinent aerodynamic derivatives and airplane constants are
determined as follows:
%=
%=
~.
Mqt =
q=
%=
%=
b=
b=
k=
k=
co =
-c&qs . - (5.14)(131)(1457) =-980,000
-C%qS =-(0.437)(131)(1457) = -83,500
~qS~=-(o.3131)( 131)( 14~7)(13064) =-811j,000
pvstzt2
%Cb% 2
= - (0.834) (4.10)(0.0015)(327)(48.682)2 = -823,0m
2
qt=(l.25)(-823,000) =-1,030,000
de
% ~ ‘ -(823,000)(0.40) = -329,000
c@~ = -(1.56)(131)(1457)(13.64) = -4,060,000
5-!$ -:
mV
980,000 1,030,000 + 329,000 = 3.64
(1925)(417) + 560,730 560,730
% +%%
-—
lY Ipv
815,000 + (980,000 )(lj030,000) =3.68
560,730 (560,730) ( 1925)( U7)
. ..-— .—. .——_ ———z —
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-4,060,000 -c~= (-1,030,0c0) (-83@o)= -7G43
560,730 (560,730)(1925) (417)
Cl=$ . -83,5oo
(1925)(U7) = ‘0”104
For simplicity, Cl is omitted from subse~ent analysis because it is
relatively small compared to other “coefficients.
q=l-~ pszt+%G
Kl = l-O.@+ (5.14) (0.0015)(14n)(48.682)
2(1925)(0.913)
K= =
(
h* 1
v
~+g )
=0.756 ,.
K .48.682
= ‘~ ( ),
0.40 + A
0.913
=0.1744 “
,.,
Ka = ~ = 0.478 “
K4=C L& l-it%
~ = (4.10)(0.834)(131)(325)= 145,700
A damped sine-wave control motion given by the equation
@ =
was assumed where
control frequency
.
-(oJ22)(s.9&’. .8ti >092t
-Lsse.
the values of the dsmping coefficient ~ and the
WI were adjusted to smte the specified motion
described ti-reference 2. The-values of q may be obtained from the
relationshipsprovided in appendix B as folil_ows:
v~
(-6.82)(15.91)<(-l.6~)(-1’;167)=--0 ~19 ‘
=— =
$+s2 (15.91)2 + (-1.167)2 “
.
.
I.
-—-. —
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.:
92 _ GR-FS =
(-1.65)(15.91)-(-6.82)(-1.167)= -o.~~~
R2+S2 (15.91)2 + (-1:167)2
. .
‘T&=
T4 =
95 =
@I+G&l . ( -23.495)(-14.115)+(-3.li)(7.50) =1207 ““.,
R12+S12
.
(-14.115)2+ (7.50)2 -
..,-
,.& .’( -3J2)(-14.Iu)-(-2;.495)(7.50) =~’862’ ‘“,
RL2+S12
l
(-14.1.15)2 + (7.50)2 , - , .:.
,R. _ ‘~50g~ ‘ ‘ ; ,
R2+S2 =0.0623 . ~ ‘-- - .. (15.91)2 + (-1.16?)A, ., , . ., -, ,
-s -(-10167) . ,= o-004X ,.
w=
,,
(15.91]2+ (-1.~67)2’ “ .-. . ~ ... -, , ,’.’ .
~7= ‘Rx -14.115
R12+S12 = (-14.115)2 + (7.50)2 = “-!:5?1 ; ,
98 =
-s~ -7.50
R=%Sl = = (-14.115)2 + (7.50)= = -0”0294
Referring to equations (B4) and (B5), the
factor responses in the time plane maybe
AL.Jt) =
L!+(t) =
[
-38-0,0000.721e-l**t sin(().61t
O.Syge-O==oa~ti(3.g2t + 0.62) 1
,1.,
:.:”.
tail-load and acceleration-
written, respectively, as
+ 3.453) +
[
64o o.1025e-1-* sin(().61t+ 0.0734) +
(cl)
.
19
o.o16e ‘0a2tsti(3.g2t + 3.632)
1
(C2)
For convenience, equations (Cl) and (C2) are given for a peak control
deflection A% of ‘1.0 radian. After one set of computations the
tail loads and the control deflections maybe scaled down so that the
design nomnal acceleration factor is just attained in the maneuver. me
computationalprocedure for obtaintig the normal acceleration factor
and the maneuvering tail-load increments is presented in tables II and III,
respectively. The results scaled down to the design normal-acceleration-
factor increment of 1.5 are included in figure 3 for a control frequency
wl of 3.92 radians per second.
,
. . -. . .. . . .——_ .—
—-— — —.
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TABLE IM- PERTINENT BASIC DATA FOR EXAMPLE AIRPIANE USED IN TEE
COMPU’I!ATIONS
lirplaneweight, W, pounds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...62.000
~irplanemass (W/g), slugs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,925
lirplanepitching moment of inertia, Iy,
slug-feet sqmred... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 560,730
$ingarea, S, square feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1)457
Horizontal-tailarea, St, square feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32k.88
~ing mean aerodynamic chord, 6, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.64
Horizontal-taillength, lt, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-8.682
Airplane lift-curve slope, C%, per r~im. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.14
Horizontal-taillift-curve slope, (C~)t,
per radian. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...4.10
Airplane stability parameter, C%) per rmim. . . . . . . . . . -0.3131
Elevator moment effectiveness,C%, per r~i~ . . . . . . . . . . -1056
Relative elevator-stabilizereffectiveness
(~/d~). e . . . . . . .. o....... . . . . . . . ...0.478
Downwash factor (de/da). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...0.400
Ratio of horizontal tail to wing”dynamic
pressure (qt/q). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...0.834
Pressure altitude, hp, feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..15.000
!Jassdensity of air, p, slugs per cubic foot. . . . . . . . . . 0.0015
Airplane velocity, V, feet per second. . . . . . . . . . ... . , . . 417
Desire normal-acceleration-factorincrement
(A&-l) . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1.5
center-of-gravity location, percent z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
____ —— —---
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2
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k
3
6
7
8
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Figure /. A Comparison of the. clomped” sine-wove elevutor motion
with the motion ,u.sed. in -t@e method of reference 2.
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Figure 2.- Comparison of the tail-load voriotion
computed by the methods of the present
report with that computed by the method
of reference 2.
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Figure 3.- Computed time histories of elevotor deflection, normol-
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Figure 3.- Continued.
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Figure 4.- Variation with control frequency U, of W
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Figure 5.-Effect of control frequency, ivr, on the maximum
control deflection and on the maximum positive and
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Note: Positive directions and angles shown.
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